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The Children of Haiti Enhancement Foundation Inc. is a 501(c)3 not-for-profit, apolitical,
grassroots organization, created in 1994 by a group of friends to focus on and assist
the underprivileged children of Haiti.
Our Motto: Independence through education
Our Mission: Promoting education in rural Haiti, and improving the basic
need of a targeted population.
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HAPPY 20TH ANNIVERSARY COHEF!
1994-2014

his year marks the 20th Anniversary of Children of Haiti Enhancement Foundation (COHEF), which began as an idea in the summer of 1994, when
COHEF was founded with “the mission to promote education in rural Haiti …”, especially in Kenscoff. Today, COHEF still continues to serve that mission. It is
challenging for a non-profit organization to make it to 5 years, let alone 20 years! We salute the board, sponsors, supporters, volunteers and those who have
stood the test of time with our goal of educating children in Haiti. COHEF would not have made it, this far, if not for the assistance of committed individuals
and organizations.
COHEF is a nonprofit 501 © 3 organization, established in 1994, independent and apolitical in partnership with Wynne Farm Ecological Reserve located in
Kenscoff, Haiti. Since its inception, COHEF has grown from helping a small orphanage with approximately 60 children to serving about 600 elementary school
children and numerous young adults who attend technical schools and/or colleges. Upon graduation, these individuals have the opportunity to be employed
and consequently become self-sufficient.
Key accomplishments include:
• Every year, 125 scholarships are awarded to elementary school children for the past 20 years.
• Since 1992, annual school supplies drive, thanks to Unity Center of Miami, Unity on the Bay, Second Baptist Church of Richmond, The Deltas…, The Links,…
• Annual toy drive with the collaboration of Second Baptist Church, The Links,… The Deltas,.…, The Casimiro Foundation
• An unforgettable summer camp is held for the past eight years for an average of 1000 children with the assistance of about 60 volunteers in Haiti and from
The United States. Ms. Joy Klein graciously provided the t-shirts. In addition The “Zafen” Organization was one of our sponsors for the last 2 years. Also, Mr.
Jacques Ethéart, Sékola Séjourné, and Mr. Michel Mahfoud, Magdoo’s restaurant graciously assisted us with beverages and lunches for our campers.
• Five water filters for our schools and one mini chicken farm with 24 chickens financed by The Links of New Orleans. They also sponsored the construction
of 3 toilets with an electric water pump. They will replace the “latrines” that were being used by children and adults which were very unsanitary.
• Construction of a small school building in “Bois Ced” that housed 60 students, however it was destroyed by the earthquake in 2010
• An online Theology course offered “free of charge” to young adults by Dr. Ramsey Saffouri. This program will go up to a doctorate degree. Dr. Saffouri
financed a generator and Mr. Didier Magloire provided 24 refurbished laptops to facilitate this course.
• A daily meal was provided to our schools for 5 years, however, because of lack of funds we were forced to discontinue. We hope to resume this much needed
activity soon.
• After the devastating earthquake of January 2010, COHEF and its supporters and volunteers were instrumental in providing much needed supplies not only
to the community of Kenscoff but to wherever there was a need. We are so grateful for the generous support received during such challenging time.
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ertain words are made especially to describe how we feel about situations, places, people and other things. Thinking
about COHEF however, only brings one set of words to our collective mindset: Thank you. Thank you, COHEF for everything
you are doing, everything you have done for the past twenty years for our children in Haiti. When we think back twenty
years ago, we remember how skeptic we were about the project .”It’s not going to be easy for Elsie”, we used to say to
each other, knowing how competitive and challenging it was, especially for foreign charitable organizations. Their rate of
success was virtually non-existent, since their operating budget had to rely strictly on donations, gifts, fundraising and
goodwill efforts generated by volunteers with perseverance, hard work and hopeful prayers that often fail on deafly ears.
Nevertheless in spite of the difficulties, Elsie, with the help of her associates and faithful contributors, has managed during
those years to lead an organization which has provided substantial help to thousand of Haitian children with food, shelter and schooling under the motto:”
Independence through Education”.
When we started to help COHEF, Julio and I did it mainly because of our strong friendship with Elsie. After a while, it became our own cause. We were soon
selling raffle tickets, attending fundraising activities and making public appearances on behalf of the organization at dinner parties and local celebrations in
Michigan.
The Michigan community has been very responsive to us. This has led us to realize how strong a bond our community has maintained with Haiti and the
constant suffering of its deprived children. We were so happy when Marcelle Charles won first prize in 2011 and Jacqueline Pierre in 2012. We take this
opportunity to say thanks to some great supporters like Rose-Marie and Serge Jean-Louis, Louise and Arnold Compere, Jessie and Pierre Lamarre, Marie
Carmelle and Maxime Larochelle, Leslie and Pierre Moreau, Adeline Auguste, Maggie and Michael Corkery ( just to name a few) for their steady support. Year
after year, our letters have gone to them and they never ignored us. Thank you Michigan!
This will be our 20th year of commitment. We want to celebrate by saying a special “ Thank you” to Elsie and the COHEF organization on behalf of the Haitian
Children.
Elsie, you continue to be an inspiration to us all. Keep up the good work. Never let anything slow you down !!!
May God continue to help COHEF, bless its members and supporters, reinforce the sentiments that illuminate the value of such concepts as : Unity, Wisdom and
Knowledge in the hearts of our Haitian Children.
Our resolve to continue to support this effort will certainly bring us all who participate steps closer to seeing the Children of Haiti become one day, the respected
citizen of a country in full capability to nurture its own children. Happy 20th birthday COHEF!!!

Many individuals have been especially influential to COHEF’s success and longevity. We very much appreciate the time, treasure and effort that all members,
volunteers and supporters have contributed. We are excited about what the Lord has done in the past 20 years, and we are looking forward for the next 20
years and beyond. Our hope is that it will be as productive and as positive as the first 20 have been.

Julio and Mona Desir - Michigan

Elsie Craig, - Florida
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ne foggy morning, three ladies came driving up the winding road of Kenscoff,a small village in the mountains of Haiti. When
they arrived at Wynne Farm, I was surprised to see Elsie Craig, whom I had not seen for many years. That day opened a door for
many children who had difficulty going to school, for that was the beginning of our partnership with COHEF.
COHEF has been active in more than one area. At the beginning some children in need were receiving scholarship individually.
Presently, in order to better manage the program, those children are chosen by the school faculty. They also receive school supplies
at the beginning of the year. When a child receives a backpack it is rewarding to see that smile. Some students have received
scholarships to attend universities in Haiti. Among them, Massillon, a young man who studied engineering is now working in building airplanes, in Canada, where he
finished his studies. Presently, two students are undergoing their second year of nursing, sponsored by Jennifer Lamothe and Margaret Timmer are doing a great job
in overseeing this program.
Every summer volunteers come to help organize a camp in the village for an average of one thousand children. This past winter the camp was replaced by a Christmas
party. Thanks to the donors the children and teachers were happy to receive a gift after a party.
Today, COHEF is taking a new turn in helping the schools to become self-sufficient. Thanks to Ms. Andrea Jefferson and The Links of New Orleans, College Classique
de Kenscoff now has a chicken coop whose eggs are sold for some school activities such as having a hot meal. Presently, we are preparing a school garden with a
section for each class with the older students. The parents will help to build a greenhouse where vegetables will be grown partly for sale.
In the name of the children of Kenscoff, we would like to thank all of COHEF’s members and partners for helping them enjoy a better childhood.

Jane Wynne - Wynne Farm - Kenscoff, Haiti
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hat does it mean to ‘Return Home’ when already raising a family in a different country? Who is my ‘Alma
Matter’ when my childhood was in Haiti but my adult life keeps me laboring and socializing far away? How do one
‘Reconnect’ to build a better future by caring for a few but advocating for all?
Twenty years (20) ago back in 1994 under the leadership of Mme Elsie Craig, our Children of Haiti Enhancement
Foundation was formed. To meet the goals of our motto we sometimes refer to our efforts as ‘Education Foundation’.
From assisting a few dozen children to attend school every day by enticing them with a ‘One Hot Meal a Day’ program,
we implemented school construction, School Supplies, Teacher’s Support, Disaster Relief after the quake, and our
annual two-week, free, Day Camp programs, often for over five hundred children and one year for close to a thousand!
One gets many moments of satisfaction reviewing the albums of smiles over the years, the letters of thanks attached to a photo, or reading the success of past
students. One of my happiest moment was visiting all the classes of the Kenscoff College, on a Friday, at noon just before end-of-day bell rings. I will remember
all the smiles, the chanting of the salutation ‘Bonjour Monsieur le Visiteur’ and the laughs of my creole accent!
All our COHEF members are volunteers, contributors which allow 100% of donations to reach our schools and children.
Happy 20th Birthday to Children of Haitian Enhancement Foundation and many more!
Your turn to join us? Join us now.

Eddy and Joelle Lahens - New York
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